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Integrated Potentiometer

Tooladjustable switch

Hollow shaft stainless steel

 BN  BS  BE  BF  BT

Special versions of product line B on request

Reduced dead band
Proportional actuators with a reduced dead band for 
better response characteristics are available

Running time Actuators with different running times are possible

Interface 5 V
The input and output of the proportional actuators
can be operated with 0/1...5 volts

Integrated 
Potentiometer 5 kΩ

Tooladjustable switch

Hollow shaft
stainless steel

BN. - ..C.. - P5K

B.. - .... - TAS

B.. - .... - HSS

A tooladjustable switch 
against unintended
adjustment is available

For very aggressive
applications a hollow shaft 
made of stainless steel
is available

Position indication via
integral potentiometer
5000 Ω, +/- 2 %, 
0,4 W / 50 °C

 Scope of delivery for product line B

Actuators of the product line B are delivered generally with:

■ Centric clamp adapter

■ Position indicator

■ Mounting set for external limit stops

■ Anti rotation strap

■ Allen key

■ Installation instructions

Actuators with:

■ 30 s. running time

■ 15 Nm and 20 Nm torque,

   are delivered without mounting set for external limit stops

Options for product line B

Option                                     Order-No.                                Technical Data

Interface 0/4...20 mA

Wide supply voltage DC

The actuators can be
operated with a wide
supply voltage of
21 - 153 V DC

Auxiliary supply voltage

Proportional actuators 
with 120/230 V supply
voltage can deliver an

B.. - ..P.. - I20

BN.05-P3E
BN.10-P3E

BN. - ..P2.. - H24
BS. - 04P2. - H24

0/4...20 mA as an 
input signal
Output signal as a 
voltage of 0/2 V

additional auxiliary voltage
of 24 V /    20 mA for
external units

<

Options for product line B
For following actuator types:

ELODRIVE GmbH - Stellantriebstechnik
Subject to modifications.




